Vandyke Carter to supply what became the iconic illustrations. Even before their inspiring collaboration, Carter prophetically declared: "Two persons are generally concerned in every fact, one discovers part, the other completes and corrects. "
Of Gray, we know very little -even the year of his birth is contested. Luckily, various archives reveal much more of Carter's life and work. The illustrator probably inherited his aesthetic abilities from his father, the practising Scarborough artist Henry Barlow. Carter headed south to pursue medical studies in London and took to anatomy with a passion, spending whole days dissecting. The combination of his skills as a draftsman and the depth of his anatomical knowledge recommended him to Gray.
The inspired collaboration lasted for just one project. By the time the work was published, Carter had moved to Bombay; here he clocked up an extended spell in research and administration at the Grant Medical School, ending up as its principal. Hayes is as concerned with character as career, and his lively prose provides much insight into Carter's colourful but failed romantic entanglements. But we never really get much insight into just what made Carter's drawings so compellingly distinctive.
The Anatomist also concerns the progress of a third anatomist: Hayes himself. Early on in his research, Hayes was determined that he too should learn through scalpel and cadaver as well as lecture, library and archive. Some of his most memorable writing describes the dissection classes he attended in San Francisco. We are treated to a selection of fascinating anatomical snippets about, for example, how to trace evidence of the sealed hole in the fetal heart through which the mother's blood enters; or how to find the kidney in a cadaver; or that blood flowing out of the heart is first used to feed the heart itself;
or, best of all, a structural analysis of how the Queen manages to deliver such a uniquely restrained wave. No set of Internet censorship measures is perfect. It is often easy to find the same information on uncensored URLs, and relatively easy to get around the filtering mechanisms and to view prohibited web pages if you know what you're doing. But most people don't have the computer skills to bypass controls, and in a country where doing so is punishable by jail -or worse -few take the risk. So even porous and ineffective attempts at censorship can become very effective socially and politically.
In 1996, Barlow said: "You are trying to ward off the virus of liberty by erecting guard posts at the frontiers of cyberspace. These may keep out the contagion for some time, but they will not work in a world that will soon be blanketed in bit-bearing media. "
Brave words, but premature. Certainly, there is much more information available to many more people today than there was in 1996. But the Internet is made up of physical computers and connections that exist within national boundaries. Today's Internet still has borders and, increasingly, countries want to control what passes through them. In documenting this control, the ONI has performed an invaluable service. 247; 2008) incorrectly said that the mother's blood enters the fetal heart through a hole. In fact, this hole lets blood move from the right to the left atrium in utero and is sealed after birth.
'Colloidal Alphabet Soup': these 7-micrometre-long polymer letters could be used to label individual cells.
